**Power On:**
The earbuds will power on in charging mode when take out from charging dock and connect each other automatically.
Or long press the MFB button for 2 seconds in the shutdown state, earbud’s light flash blue light.

**Pairing**
1. When the master earbud’s (left earbud) appears blue light flashing, it mean earbuds under waiting for bluetooth connection state.
2. Turn on your Bluetooth function of your phone or other devices, search the Bluetooth devices and select “M5” to connect.
Automatically reconnects to the last device used.
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**Power Off:**
Method 1: Long press the MFB button for 7 seconds with the earbud’s appears red light.

Method 2: Earbuds will be power off automatically when charging in the charging dock.

Method 3: Earbuds will automatically power off without any connection for 150 seconds.

**Play / Pause**
Click once the MFB button to pause and press again to play when playing song.
**Volume +/- Up**
Double click Right earbud’s button or control it by your phone.

**Volume -/Down**
Double click Left earbud’s button or control it by your phone.

**Prev Song**
Triple click Left earbud’s button or control it by your phone.

**Next Song**
Triple click Right earbud’s button or control it by your phone.

**Answer Call / Hang Up Call**
Click once the MFB button to answer when call ringing and press again to hang up under playing song state.

**Reject Call**
Long press the MFB button for 3 seconds to reject when incoming call ringing.

**Redial the Last-Dialed Number**
Press 2 second the Left earbud’s button under stand-by status when connected.

**Siri**
Press 2 second the Right earbud’s button under stand-by status when connected.

**Charging Operation**
1. Put the earbuds into the charging dock.
2. Switch on the charging switch on the charging dock.
3. The earbud’s will appears red light; when the earbuds are full of charge, there have no light flash.

The Charging Dock’s Battery Level Indicator

One light on - Under 25% level of battery - You need to charge the charging dock firstly.

Two light on - 25~50% level of battery

Three lights on - 50~75% level of battery

All four lights mean it’s full of battery.
The Android phone's volume display is out of sync with the Earbud.

When we adjust the volume from the earbuds, the current volume will not be displayed on the phone.
If your phone is Android system, even if the phone’s volume display has been adjusted to the maximum, the sound of the earbud is still low.
When this happened, just double click right earbud’s button to increase the volume.

Please read the User Manual before your first use. Our all items are come with 30-days 100% No-hassle Warranty, if you do have any questions please feel free to contact us.

Or Send A Email To: minlukservice@outlook.com